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observing patterns, coming up with mental models of what gives rise to those patterns, then making predictions based on that and maybe acting on those predictions, is 
central to a lot of what people do

everyone does it, all the time




doctors look at patterns of symptoms, come up with diagnoses and treatment plans

town planners look at traffic patterns and try to predict congestion or decide where to build a bypass

businesses observe patterns of trade and flows of capital and predict market opportunities

astrologers see patterns in the stars and predict long journeys and tall dark handsome strangers

the patterns may be spurious, the predictions may be wrong, but we can't help doing it


obviously this isn't just restricted to legitimate actors, it applies to criminals and terrorists too




you notice old Doris is out every Thursday at Bingo, predict her house will be empty that night next week, choose to burgle it then




Say  it with 

Diamonds!

maybe you observe that jewellers do a roaring trade in February, it being Valentine's Day and all



and predict that  come the end of the month the security van will be collecting huge wads of cash, giving two weeks…



 to get the lads out of retirement on the Costa del Crime for one last heist...




Like computers or the internal combustion engine, 
AI is a general-purpose technology that can 
be used to automate a great many tasks, 
including ones that should not be undertaken 
in the first place.

—Agüera y Arcas, Todorov & Mitchell, 2017

many of the benefits of AI come from ability to do such pattern-finding and exploitation better, faster and on a larger scale


of course, that also applies to the crimes




much early AI focused on things people find difficult, like chess, or proving mathematical theorems

things intelligent people do, so doing them is by definition intelligent

also, conveniently, things that tend to have well-defined rules that can be explicitly expressed

so: figure out how people do it, write a program that replicates that, et voila: an intelligent machine


but it turns out that much of the interesting stuff in AI

is stuff that humans *don't* find difficult

-- but that we have absolutely no idea how we do



eg talking, walking, reading, recognising faces, recognising danger, jumping to conclusions, arguing, joking, persuasion, lying


because we don't know how we do this stuff, it's really difficult to codify

often even to define what it is

let alone write a program to do it


and also, because it comes naturally, we usually have no idea how hard it is

which is usually *very*


so how can we tell a machine to do something when we don't know how it's done?


well, a lot of the way humans learn things is by example




we don't learn what cats are by reading a detailed specification document…




…we do it by meeting cats.


so one key strand of AI involves just that: looking at examples -- usually *lots* of examples -- and finding patterns in them

this is, very broadly, what we call…




Machine Learning

 "Machine Learning", an AI paradigm that is currently quite dominant




Machine Learning

ML isn't the whole of AI, but…



Machine Learning

Deep Learning

along with Deep Learning — which is basically the same thing with more complex underlying models

— it is responsible for most of the current interest in it

and it provides the technical solutions that underpin



Machine Learning

Deep Learning

mass market products like Siri and Alexa.


ML & DL solve difficult problems, but they are discrete, specific, well-defined problems,


it is important to distinguish this from what is often called



Machine Learning

Deep Learning

Artificial 
General 

Intelligence

artificial *general* intelligence, which is what most people think of in connection with AI,

which is to say



Machine Learning

Deep Learning

Artificial 
General 

Intelligence

“I’m sorry Dave, I’m afraid I can’t do that”


companies like Apple and Google are pretty happy for people to blur this distinction and think that their phones and home assistants are like HAL — if ideally without the 
going mad and killing everyone connotation — but for the time being, and certainly for this talk, the ML/DL end of the spectrum is more of our concern. Which is to say, 
we are thinking about AI as a *tool* for crime, rather than the perpetrator of it.



Skynet may at some point become a concern, but by then we probably have other things to worry about than just, say, identity theft



So we’re looking for patterns in data

but what sort of data do we have, and what kind of patterns are we looking for?


Do we know what question we’re answering?

And do we have labels connecting our data to that question?




Supervised & Unsupervised

A broad division is generally made into supervised and unsupervised learning, where the former means we have labels,

while for the latter we don’t. For example,



here’s some data: a bunch of photographs. In an unsupervised scenario, this is all we have, so we can only look for patterns or groupings that emerge directly from these 
images. There are a number of possible groupings here: some of the pictures are indoors, some out, some of the animals are juveniles, some adults, some male, some 
female and so on. Formally, the most obvious grouping is one I’ve helpfully laid out in two big chunks: half the photos are colour and half are black and white. If I don’t 
know what I’m looking for then that’s probably what I’d pick first. You might be thinking, no! The obvious split is this one…
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which it may be to humans because of the what we know about pets, but a machine is likely to need some hints. Having explicit labels does three things. 1. It tells us 
what the pictures are, what the “ground truth” is that we’re looking for. 2. It tells us what the question is — we want to distinguish dogs from cats. 3. It constrains the 
answers. Faced with this image:



it’s not going to have a good answer
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as it happens in this case, there are equal numbers of colour and black and white images for both cats and dogs, so one consequence of having labels is the discovery 
that colour vs b&w doesn’t tell us anything useful, and we can ignore it


for most well-defined tasks, supervised approaches are more reliable and more directed

-- more likely to give you the answers you want, when you actually *know* what you want


but they typically have more difficult to satisfy data requirements



Data is key

advances in technology (faster computers, cleverer algorithms) allow more to be done with data

but probably the biggest driver of AI currently is data availability



growth of web & social media & ubiquitous search & obsessive data-gathering by businesses and governments has given rise to vast data resources




internet is not just full of cat photos, it's full of cat photos…



LOL!! 

❤😻
💕 

MY CAT!! 😂💩 

 …explicitly labelled "MY CAT"



and huge swathes of knowledgeable text, 



and vast libraries of books, in multiple languages



crowd-sourcing platforms that allow labels, metadata, language translations to be generated en masse, at relatively low cost.



you can even ask for feedback to improve you models


it is this torrent of data that has allowed Deep Learning to advance in leaps and bounds -- at least in *some* fields
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so that AI performance in image classification is now, give or take some rather slippery metrics, better than human



and freely available systems will make a pretty good stab at translating natural languages



growth of web & social media & ubiquitous search & obsessive data-gathering by businesses and governments *also* provides proliferating opportunities for criminal 
exploitation



vast tracts of our lives are either documented online

effectively broadcasting information that could help plan crimes in the real world



or actually *take place* there

---- banking, shopping, working, interacting with government

providing a defined, exploitable domain in which to commit crime without ever having to port back into the real world

virtual profits are real profits, virtual intimidation can be genuinely intimidating

and while virtual murder isn’t usually a literal threat to life and limb, loss of access to essential services can be debilitating

online activities increasingly define our identity & enfranchisement

if a criminal could contrive, say, for Google to refuse you all service, you'd be virtually evicted from modern life


in this environment, it's useful to distinguish between *quantitative* and *qualitative* threats

between automation and analysis




automation allows for attacks that work by sheer weight of numbers

one example would high frequency algorithmic trading – not itself illegal, but often harmful & potentially a tool for illegal market manipulation

automation does not require AI, but AI could be used to shape the attack to achieve more destructive ends,

to perform patterns of trades that make it look like a company or currency is in trouble

and thereby actually make it so


economies of scale mean that crimes that previously wouldn't be worth committing can become so:

a scam with very low hit rate can still be profitable when incremental costs are more or less zero




textbook example: Nigerian email scams of the 1990s, but spam & phishing more generally

if only 1 person in 10 million is gullible or desperate enough to fall for such a scam, the cost of entry would be prohibitive if you had to handwrite letters to each one, but 
when you can email the whole population of the world for next to nothing, suddenly it’s a viable proposition


but if one way to get better returns from a crime or scam is by targeting more people

another way might be target them *better*

Nigerian emails are a version of “the oldest con in the book”




classic scams like the Spanish Prisoner, so beloved by screenwriters, worked by pandering to the mark

exploiting their character faults, tweaking their vanity, nurturing their greed, feeding them what they want to hear

pushing the right buttons

that's a lot of work for the conman, and it doesn't scale at all

but what if you could automatically parse out which buttons to push for every victim from the traces they leave online

and automatically write the emails -- or Facebook posts -- that do the pushing?

suddenly the scam becomes a lot more scalable




Cambridge Analytica claimed to have swung both the Brexit referendum & Trump's election by microtargeting disinfo through Facebook

did they actually make a difference? who knows? the proposition is untestable

we do know the margins were tight and the debate febrile and certainly a lot of disinfo was slung around

so it's conceivable that microtargeting played a role, and if it didn't in those cases it probably will in future


we do know that crimes were committed (in these and other elections, by CA and others), although mostly not very glamorous or interesting crimes



Keanu Reeves won’t be playing Alexander Nix in a flashy Hollywood blockbuster

these were spreadsheet crimes, of false accounting, of campaign finance, of data protection, classic white collar stuff

this seems likely to be an important characteristic of a good chunk of Future Crime: critical to society but also grindingly dull

pedantic

devil ever more in the details, evidence buried under avalanches of data




we also know that CA claimed *not* to have done anything significant, when denial suited them

which claims are we meant to believe?

in a sense it doesn’t matter: if CA’s micro targeting didn’t work, sooner or later someone else’s will

if it did, someone else will make similar claims and be lying


one lesson to draw:



AI may provide a tool for Future Crime, but it also provides a smokescreen, a front, snake oil and buzzwords for PR bullshit

— it is almost inevitable that the more capable AI becomes, the more people will sell garbage that doesn't work under the pretense of it




Data is unreliable
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remember the dogs and cats? what if the data had instead looked like this…
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what’s an AI going to learn from this: that cats are things that are photographed in black and white, and if you see a colour photo, it’s a dog.


This is an example of biased training data — and while this might seem far-fetched — who would ever be silly enough to train on such a data set? — in fact it happens all 
the time.


for systematic or economic or *inattentional* reasons

(meaning it just doesn't occur to the people involved to notice)

datasets are often imperfectly sampled and unrepresentative

and in particular often perpetuate historic representational inequalities




eg the very widely used ImageNet & Google Open Images datasets are heavily geographically biased towards the US

because of how they were created, and by whom

so, unintentionally, they massively undersample foreigners, foreign cultures, foreign norms, non-white faces

ImageNet also — in this case by design -- massively oversamples dogs


all of which may be fine, depending on the application — or may not


ML can only work with the data it is given

things that are left out of the data do not and cannot get learned

representation matters!




people often assume data and algorithms are innately, magically unbiased

"computers are objective, they can't be racist/sexist/homophobic”

but they can be and often are, because the data is


which is obviously bad, but how does it relate to future crime?



Dog Cat

well, bias is a weakness, it’s a map of (some of) the ways a system fails

if you know the biases in the system, you can adjust your runtime data to take advantage of those biases

like changing a dog photo into b&w to make the system think it's a cat



quite a lot of effort seems to have gone into finding ways to abuse the biases in things like youtube video recommendations to push cartoon torture porn to children and 
deranged propaganda and flat earth conspiracies to everyone else


it’s worth noting that this — as with a lot of algorithms whose core purpose is to compete for user attention — can also be seen as YouTube’s recommendation engine 
doing a bias exploitation attack on *us*


potentially even more serious is *poisoning* —

actively manipulating the *training* data to change what an algorithm learns — to deliberately introduce specific biases




often training data is somewhat partitioned off — training happens more or less in private, before putting the algorithm to use — but some systems incorporate online 
learning

when the people of the internet get a chance to influence this kind of thing, it usually ends badly

as Microsoft learned when they naively let their chatbot Tay be taught by anyone who tweeted to it


poisoning could potentially be very serious if changes can be sneaked into major datasets that are widely used and trusted

large libraries of text or images, census data, taxes, credit ratings, criminal records
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for example, if I could fiddle the millions of labels in ImageNet so that fruit became guns and vice versa
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the effects on downstream applications trained on that data could be serious and long-lasting

as could the effects on *trust*, because so many people take for granted the integrity of their data sources

when things start going wrong, how do you know where to draw the line?




Market Bombing 
High volume algorithmic trading 
to manipulate or destabilise 
companies or currencies.

The Spanish Tailor 
Micro-targeted confidence tricks 
tailored to each victim’s desires 
and vulnerabilities.

Snake Oil 
Non-functional scam products or 
services dressed up in AI or 
Deep Learning drag.

Online Eviction 
Individualised denial of service 
blocking access to Google et al, 
for extortion or malice.

Bias Exploitation 
Gaming an AI system by taking 
advantage of gaps or weaknesses 
in its training configuration.

Data Poisoning 
Manipulating training data to 
introduce exploitable biases 
or undermine public trust.

here are some mentioned crimes

and some questions to consider in your groups:

  * what patterns would there be criminal opportunities from identifying?

  * what phenomena would there be criminal opportunities from predicting?

  * what tech do criminals have access to?

  * what data do criminals have, what do they need, how can they get it?

  * who controls the data?

  * how good/accurate/etc is it?

  * what are the consequences?


